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Abstract – A ripple current reduction method is proposed that does not
require additional switchingdevices. A current ripple that has twice the
supply frequency of the power supply is generated in the dc part when
a single-phase pulse width modulated inverter is used for a grid
connection. The current ripple causes shortening of the lifetime of
electrolytic capacitors,batteries, and fuel cells. The proposed circuit
realizes a dc active filter function withoutincreasing the number of
switching devices, because the energy buffer capacitor is connected to
the center tap of the isolation transformer. In addition, the buffer
capacitor voltage is controlled by the common-mode voltage of the
inverter. The features of the proposed circuit are described and
Simulation results are presented. A simulation result proves the
ripplereduction, to approximately 20% that of the conventional circuit.
Keywords – Center tap, DC active filter, Grid connection system,
Ripple current reduction, Single-phase isolated converter.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, energy sources such as wind power system,
photovoltaic cells, and fuel cells have been extensively studied in
response to global warming and environmental issues. Agrid
interconnection converter using an isolation transformer is
preferable for power grid distribution systems in terms of surge
protection and noise reduction. In addition, size reduction
andhigh efficiency are essential requirements.
One of the problems in the fuel cell system is that lifetime is
decreased by the ripple current. Therefore, in order to extend the
lifetime, the fuel cell ripple current must be reduced in the grid
interconnection converter. However, when a single-phase
pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) inverter is used for grid
connection system, the power ripple is twice the frequency of the
power grid [Therefore, in conventional grid connection inverters,
large electrolytic capacitors are connected in parallel to the fuel
cell in order to reduce the current ripple. However,the use of
large-sized electrolytic capacitors increases both the device
volume and cost.In order to reduce the current ripple in the fuel

cell, some approaches use high-speed current control.This
method incorporates a current-loop control within the existing
DC–DC converter voltage loop. However, a largecapacitor or
reactor is required as an energy buffer.
One of the problems in the fuel cell system is that lifetime is
decreased by the ripple current. Therefore, in order to extend the
lifetime, the fuel cell ripple current must be reducedin the grid
interconnection converter. However, when a single-phase
pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) inverter is used for grid
connection system, the power ripple is twice the frequency of the
power grid.Therefore, in conventional grid connection inverters,
large electrolytic capacitors are connectedin parallelto the fuel
cell in order to reduce the current ripple.However,the use oflargesized electrolytic capacitors increases both thedevice volume and
cost.In order to reducethe current ripple inthe fuel cell, some
approaches use high-speed current control.This method
incorporates a current-loop control within the existing DC–DC
converter voltage loop. However, a large capacitor or reactor is
required as an energy buffer. ther approaches have been proposed
that do not require the use of large-sized electrolytic
capacitors,an active filter is applied in the dc-link part .The dc
active filter consists ofa small capacitor as an energy buffer, a
reactor to reduce the switching ripple, and a dc chopper. The dc
chopper injects the ripple current to avoid a power ripple
capacitance can be lower, because the terminal voltage of the
capacitor can be varied over a wide range. However, the number
of the switching devices is increased, requiring a high-cost dc
chopper and resulting in a large volume device. Other
configurations of DC active filters have similar problems.
This paper proposes a new circuit topology including a dc active
filter function without extra switching devices. The proposed
circuit consists of an isolated DC/DC converter and
interconnection inverter, and achieves the dc active filter function
using the center tap of the isolation transformer. One feature of
the proposed converter is that the primary-sideinverter in the
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DC/DC converter is individually controlled by the commonmode voltage and the differential voltage. The ripple current is
suppressed by the common-mode voltage control of the DC/DC
converter, and the main power flow is controlled by the
differential mode voltage.
Conventional and proposed circuit topologies with the principle
of current ripple suppression are first introduced. The control
method of the proposed circuit is then described. Inaddition, the
design of the energy buffer capacitor and transformer by which
the maximum power ripple can be accepted is
indicated.Furthermore, simulation results are presented in order
to confirm the validity of the proposed circuit.
II.

Fig. 2 shows the other conventional circuit using a dc active
filter, which is constructed using a dc chopper and an energy
buffer capacitorCf. The capacitorCfis used as an energy buffer to
absorb the ripple power. The inductor Lf can suppress the
switching current. The voltage of the capacitor Cfis controlledat
twice the frequency of the power grid frequency. As a result, the
ripple power does not appear in Vdc, despite the use of small
capacitors Cdc1 and Cdc2. However, the problem of this method
is that the number of switching elements is increased

PROPOSED CIRCUIT CONFIGURATIONS

Fig. 1 shows a conventional circuit that consists of a first stage
inverter for the medium frequency link, a transformer, a diode
rectifier, and a grid interconnection inverter. When the
interconnection current and power grid voltage are sinusoidal
waveforms, the instantaneous power p of the grid interconnection
is obtained by (1) at unity power factor where I and V are the rms
values of the interconnection current and the grid voltage, and ω
is the grid angular frequency.Thus, the instantaneous power has a
ripple that is twice the frequency of the power grid frequency. To
reduce the ripple power of a dc power source, such as a fuel cell,
battery, or photovoltaic cell, large electrolytic capacitors Cdc1
and Cdc2are used in the converter, as shown in Fig. 1. The use of
large electrolytic capacitors precludes reduction in size and cost.

Fig. 3. Proposed circuit

Fig. 3 shows the proposed circuit, which combines the first stage
inverter and dc active filter functions. The energy buffer
capacitor Cfis connected to the center tap of a medium frequency
transformer. The zero vector of the full-bridge firststage inverter
is used to control the center tap potential voltage.In addition, the
leakage inductance of the transformer is used tosuppress the
switching current in addition to the boost reactor Lf . If the
leakage inductance is large enough, then the boostreactor is not
required.
III. COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF
SWITCHING DEVICES AND THE CAPACITOR
CAPACITY
Table 1: Comparison of the Number of Switching Devices and The Capacitor
Capacity

Fig. 1. Conventional circuit Fig. 2. Conventional circuit with dc active filter

Table provides a comparison of the number of switching devices
and the capacitor capacity of a conventional circuit, a
conventional circuit with a dc active filter, and the proposed
circuit.The proposed circuit does not require additional
switchingdevices or an inductor, in comparison to the
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conventional circuit with the dc active filter. It should be noted
that the current ratings of the switching devices are larger than
that of the conventional circuit, depending on the capacity of the
energybuffer, because the dc active filter current flows in the
first-stage inverter andthe transformer.
IV. CONTROL STRATEGY
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or zero, depending on the zero vectors of Fig. 5 (a) or (b),
respectively. Thus, by controlling the ratio of the zero vectors,
the buffer capacitor can be charged or discharged.It should be
noted that the output-switching pattern must include the zero
vector period. Therefore, the voltage transfer ratio of the firststage inverter is limited by the dc active filter control.As a result,
the terminal voltage of the transformer is decreased.

The first-stage inverter in the proposed circuit has two roles to
perform: that of a dc/dc converter and that of a dc active
filter.These roles are achieved by controlling the common-mode
and differential-mode voltages in the first-stage inverter. This
paper explains the principle of the proposed control method and
thedesign method for the buffer capacitor and the transformer.
Switching Pattern Generation Method:

Fig. 5(a&b): common mode

Fig 4 : differential mode

Fig. 4 illustrates the two switching modes of the first-stage
inverter in the proposed circuit. In the differential mode, the
terminal voltage of the transformer is controlled, as shown inFig.
4(a) and (b), and in the common mode.
When the differential mode is selected, the power transfers to the
secondary side. Itshould be noted that the buffer current for the
differential mode depends on the capacitor voltage. When the
capacitor voltage is greater than half of the dc voltage, the buffer
capacitor is charged. When the capacitor voltage is less than half
of the dc voltage, the buffer capacitor is discharged. The inverter
outputs the zero voltage vectors (00 and 11 are two) in commonmode operation. When the zero voltage vectors are selected, the
line to-line voltage of the transformer is zero.

4.1 Principle of Operation
In order to suppress the ripple current of the DC source,all the
current ripples are provided by the energy buffer capacitor.
Therefore, the capacitor Current is obtained by calculating the
power ripple.The capacitor current Icom in the active buffer is
controlled by a proportional integral (PI) regulator to agree with
the capacitor current Icom, and the dcactive filter voltage Vcom
is output by the PI regulator.In order to obtain the maximum
terminal voltage of the transformer, the differential-mode voltage
V is set maximum value.
However, the output period of the common-mode voltage is
limited by the output period of the differential mode, i.e., the
duty ratio Ddif for the differential mode can be constrained by
where Dcom is the duty ratio for the common-mode voltageThe
energy buffer capacitor Cf is connected to the center tap of a
medium frequency transformer.
Ddif+ Dcom = 1

(1)

The transformer current Itran is equaled to the sum of the active
filter current Icom and the current Idif, according to the output
power shown in
ITran = Idif + Icom/2

(2)

In the common mode, the center tap voltage is controlled, as The common-mode voltage controls the capacitor voltage
shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b). in common-mode operation. When variation, and the differential-mode voltage controls the
the zero voltage vectors are selected, the lineto-line voltage of the transformer current.
transformer is zero. However, the center tap voltage is either Vdc
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One of the reasons for the increase in power loss is the increasing
current in the transformer. Therefore, the efficiency of the
proposed circuit can be improved if the designof the transformer
is optimized. Note that the proposed converter has good
performance as a grid interconnection converter, because both
power factors of the proposed circuit and the conventional circuit
are 99%
4.2 Simulation results
The Simulation results confirm that the proposed converter is
valid for the reduction of the DC input ripple current in a DC
power supply, without the need for large electrolytic capacitors.
The ripple current is suppressed by the common-mode voltage
control of the dc/dc converter, and the main power flow is
controlled by the differential-mode voltage.

Fig 6 : shows proposed circuit

The auxiliary inductor is connected to the center tap of the
transformer, because the leakage inductance of the transformer is
not sufficient to reduce the switching ripplecurrent. A sinusoidal
grid current waveform and unity power factor are obtained;
however, the dc input current has a large ripple current
component of 100 Hz.

Fig 8 : Proposed Circuit Voltage
Fig 7 : Operation waveforms of the proposed circuit.

The ripple of the dc input current is suppressed to 20% that of the
conventional circuit, which indicates that the dc active filter
function is effective. The grid current waveformmaintains the
sinusoidal waveform and unity power factor.
The major harmonic component in the input current is 100Hz. In
a conventional circuit, the dc input current THD increases
according to the increment of the output power. In contrast, the
dc input current THD decreases despite the increment of the
output power in the proposed circuit, i.e., the proposed circuit is
suitable for high-power applications, due to its effectiveness in
the high-output power region.

Fig 9 : Propsosed Circuit Current

Single-phase full-bridge DC–AC inverter circuit that has been
used in the study. The inverter is implemented with a sinusoidal
pulse width modulation (PWM) method at 20 kHzswitching to
ensure a clean output voltage .With a linear load, the output
current has the same 50Hz frequency and sinusoidal wave shape
as the output voltage.The inverter input voltage and current are
DC, but the current contains high frequency switching noises and
a low frequency ripple component. The ripple component is
considered therectification effect through the inverter switches,
and thus itappears to be a 100 Hz pulsating current.
The PWM switching noise is filtered with a high-frequency dc
bus capacitor, but the energy of the 100 Hz ripple is too high to
be absorbed.. A bulky DC bus capacitor can then beused to
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smooth the 100-Hz ripple, but a significant part of the 100-Hz
ripple remains and continues to propagate through the entire DC–
DC converter and back to the DC source.

3) The total electrolytic capacitor requirement of the system is
decreased to 25% that of the conventional circuit.
4) The dc active filter operation in the proposed method circuit
does not interfere with the grid interconnection current control.
In future work, optimization of the transformer and construction
of a high-power prototype will be preceded.
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CONCLUSION

A novel single-phase isolated converter was proposed for grid
interconnection applications. The ripple current in a dc power
supply, such as a fuel cell, battery, or photovoltaic cell,can be
reduced by the appropriate operation of a dc active filter. The
main feature of the proposed circuit is that it does not require
additional switching devices, because the zero vector of the firststage inverter is controlled as the dc active filter.
1) The ripple current can be decreased to 20% that of the
conventional circuit.
2) The proposed circuit shows a degree of effectiveness for high
output power applications.
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